Sponsored Program
Administrators' Meeting

May 26, 2020
Effort Reporting Update

• Summer 2019 reports are out
  • Reports due to SPS on Wednesday (6/3)
  • Almost 70% fully approved (over 72% returned to SPS)

• Fall 2019 reports are coming soon!

Summer 2020 Reminder

• Take a look at your effort commitments
  • Confirm with faculty that they are accurate
  • Submit Commitment Change Forms to adjust/shift effort
  • Update Special Payroll if necessary
The impact of COVID-19 on the project should be reported in section F.2 “Actual or anticipated challenges or delays and actions or plans to resolve them”

NIH Deadline Extensions

• **National Institute of Aging (NIA)**
  - Applications will be accepted up to two weeks after the application due date for NIA-specific FOAs listed in NOT-AG-20-033

• **Training Grant Applications**
  - Applications submitted to parent FOAs PA-20-142 and PA-20-162 with a due date of May 25th will be accepted through June 30th
NIH Deadline Extensions

• National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

• Applications due in May listed in NOT-GM-20-029 will be accepted through June 30th

**Application Deadline Extensions**


- NSF has extended deadlines to a number of solicitations and dear colleague letters. See the link above for the full list.

**Biosketch and Current and Pending**

- NSF is delaying the requirement to use the NSF forms to October 1, 2020
- Documents should still be formatted per instructions [II.C.2.f](#) and [II.C.2.h](#) in the PAPPG.
Post-Award Processing Requisitions

• Post-Award makes every effort to process requisitions timely. Most of the time, they are reviewed within a couple of business days but this may be longer due to other deadlines and activities.

• Post-Award generally adds notes to the requisition during the review process although they may reach out to departments directly to handle complex and unique situations.

• Making sure you include detailed information in addition to uploading relevant correspondence and documents will speed up the Post-Award review and approval process. Help us help you!
Post-Award

PPE Purchases

• Purchases that would have been made before COVID-19 are allowable unless the University is now supplying these materials (e.g., masks)

• Cleaning supplies, etc. to ensure workspaces are clean should not be charged to the sponsored award.

• Contact Post-Award if you are unsure about whether or not a cost is allowable.
Pre-Award Review Process

• Send the full application (science in draft) when submitting over to Pre-Award (unless within three days of the deadline)

• This will help to reduce time required for Pre-Award review
Questions?